One the base of differential algebra of biquaternions, the one model of electro-gravimagnetic interactions of electric and gravimagnetic charges and currents has been constructed. For this, three Newton laws analogues are used. The closed system of biquaternionic wave equations is constructed for determination of the charges-currents and electro-gravimagnetic fields and united field of interactions. The equation of charge-current transformation is like the generalization of biquaternionic presentation of Dirac equation. The properties of its solutions are described, depending on properties of external EGM field. The biquaternions of energy-pulse of EGM-field and charges-currents are considered. The energy-pulse of EGM-interactions is calculated.
Introduction
In the paper [1] , we described the one biquaternionic model of electro-gravimagnetic (EGM) field, charges and currents. In this model, gravitational field (which is potential) is united with magnetic field (which is torsional) which gives possibility to enter gravimagnetic tension, gravimagnetic charge and gravimagnetic current. There we have shown that in algebra of biquaternions, the charges and currents of EGM-field are physical appearance of bigradient of EGM-intensity. Differential operator bigradient is the generalization of gradient operator on the space of biquaternions which characterizes a direction of more extensive change of biquaternionic functions. If bigradient of EGM-intensity is equal to zero then charges and currents are absent. Also there we constructed the ε µ are the constants of electric conductivity and magnetic permeability of the EGM-medium.
In biquaternions algebra on Minkowski space In the paper [1] [2] was shown that connection between EGM-intensity and charge-current has the bigradiental form: POSTULATE 1 ( ) ( )
Here and further the bigradients 
Further we name them mutual bigradients. They define a "directions" of more intensive changing of biquaternionic field.
The Power and Density of Acting Forces
Let's consider two systems of charges and currents
. Every of them generate own EGM-field:
, which corresponds to (1) . At first let consider the case when 0 a′ = . We name a power-force density the next biquaternion
which is acting from side of A' -field on the charge and current of A-field. Really, according to definitions, the scalar part is determined as power density of acting forces:
Here B H µ = is analogue of a magnetic induction (in torsional part complies with it), D E ε = is a vector of an electric offset.
Selecting the real and imaginary part from the formulae (2) we get the expressions for a density of acting In real part of the power p (3) we see the powers of Coulomb's force, gravitational and magnetic forces. The power of gravielectric force in real part of (3) does not enter as it does not work on the mass displacement, because it is perpendicular to its velocity. It's interesting that Lorentz force also does not enter in real part of (3). It proves that this force is perpendicular to mass velocity, though directly from Maxwell equations this does not follow.
Naturally, by analogy, we assume that formula (5) describes forces, causing a change of electric current. Consequently their power stands in imaginary part p (3).
With entering the scalar field a′ , type of scalar and vector parts of power-force biquaternion (2) is changed, as follows
You see here the additional summands which appear in presentation of the powers ( a ρ ′ ) and force ( ia J ′ − ). Vector a J ′ describes absorbtion-resistance force which acts on Θ from A'-field.
CC-Transformations Equation: Second Newton Law
The charge-current field Θ is changed under influence of the ′ A -field. As it's well known, the direction of the most intensive change the scalar field describes its gradient. By analogy we expect that change of chargecurrent biquaternion is more intensive toward its bigradient. Naturally to expect that this change must be toward external power-force. POSTULATE 2. The law of a change of a charge-current field under the action of external EGM-field is
Entering the constant of interaction κ is connected with dimensionality. We name Equation (7) as CCtransformations equation.
If one EGM-field much stronger then second one:
it's possible to neglect the second field change under influence of charge and current on ′ A -field. In this case from Equation (7) we can find the CC-field ( ) , τ Θ x , its changing under action of external ′ A -field. Revealing scalar and vector part from (7), we get the system of two differential equations:
By use (3), (4) we obtain from Equation (9) the two vectorial differential equations:
The Equation (10) Equation (10) describes the motion of gravimagnetic charges and currents under action of the external EGMfield. Consequently Equation (11) defines the motion of electric charges and currents.
The scalar Equation (8) is the law of conservation of electric and gravimagnetic charges. As you see the external EGM-field can essentially change CC-field.
Third Newton Law: The Laws of Charge-Currents Interactions
On the virtue of the third Newton law about acting and counteracting forces, we suppose that must be executed for electro-gravimagnetic forces the equality: POSTULATE 3 .
′ = − F F
From here we get fields analogue of third Newton law:
.
By use it we construct the law of the charge-current interaction:
,
, .
Here Equation (13) correspond to the second Newton law which is written for charge-current each of interacting field. Equation (14) is the third Newton law. Together with Maxwell equations for these fields (15) they give closed system of the nonlinear differential equations for determination , , ,
. It is interesting that in scalar part of Equation (12) it requires the equality of the powers corresponding to forces, acting on charges and currents of the other field, i.e. it is befitted known in mechanics the identity to reciprocity of Betty, which is usually written for the forces works.
First Newton Law: Free EGM-Field
Let's consider A-field, which is generated Θ , in absence of other charges-currents. We name it a free field. In this case, 0 = F . From (13) we get inertia law, which is analogue of the first Newton law for charge-current:
which is equivalent to equations:
For initial designations we have following formulas:
Naturally that the well known law of charges conservation in the form (17) must be executed in absence of external EGM-field.
This law (16) was considered in [1] and solutions of this equations were defined in the next form:
( ) 
where ∆ is Laplace operator. They may be presented so
We give here also for (16) the solution of Cauchy problem
were there are the initial conditions:
From postulate 1 to follow that A-field is defined in the form: This formula is a generalization of the famous Kirchhoff formula for solution of Cauchy problem for wave equation [18] .
The Solutions of CC-Transformation Equation by Action of Invariable External EGM-Field
Let consider Equation (7) when external EGM-field ′ A is constant, don't depend on τ and x. We write it in the form 1 0. There are simple connection between solutions of Equation (7) and Equation (22):
where 0 Θ is the solution of (7) 
Energy-Impulse Biquaternions: First Thermodynamics Law
We introduce the biquaternion of energy-impulse of EGM-field ( EGM-energy-impulse): 
By analogue we construct the biquaternion of energy-impulse for charge-current field ( CC-energy-impulse):
It contains currents energy :
( ) , .
Only if gravimagnetic and electrical currents are parallel or one from them is equal zero, then 0 J P = . If to take scalar product Equation (9) with iJ , we get ( )
Re , Im , , , .
It is easy to see that this law is like to the first thermodynamics law. Here the sum of second and third summands in left part is designated U − . The function 
It's the first thermodynamics law for a free CC-field.
The United Field of Interaction: Energy-Pulse of Interactions
If there are some (N) interacting CC-fields then we have for every of them , , 1, ,
United CC-field, as easy to see after summing the first equation over k, is free. It satisfies to the inertia law
because all forces are internal, also as in Newton mechanics of interacting solids. Let consider the laws of energy transformation at interaction of different charges-currents. Energy-pulse for united charge-current field has the form:
Here the first summand is an amount of energy-pulse of interacting charge-current. We introduce biquaternion of energy-pulse interaction. Its real part describes energy-pulse interaction for the same name charge and current, but imagine part for different name ones: 
the bigradients from here, the all fields, charges and currents can be defined according to their definitions. It's the very suitable short form which contains the algorithm for their calculation. At building of charge-current transformations equation, we get as known gravitational, electric and magnetic forces, so we found the new forces which are needed in experimental motivation. Considered properties (26) of solutions of CC-transformation equation by existence external EGM-field give possibility to test this model on practice.
Note also that the essential at building and studying this model of EGM-field and CC-field is the differential algebra of biquaternions [2] , without which such construction of differential equations, describing interaction of charges and currents in the forms which give the fields analogies of Newton laws and are very convenient for calculations, will be practically impossible.
